Fall TIP: Validation of Icons to Communicate Fall Risk Status and Tailored Interventions to Prevent Patient Falls
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Abstract

This paper reports on the development and validation of a set of icons designed to communicate fall risk status and tailored interventions to prevent patient falls in hospitals. The icons will populate a fall prevention toolkit to provide actionable alerts to nurses, nursing assistants, and other interdisciplinary health care team members and educational materials for patients and families in acute hospital settings.
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1. Introduction

Patient falls and fall-related injuries are serious problems in hospitals globally. In the United States of America (USA), patient falls and fall-related injuries are employed as standard, publicly reported metrics of the quality of nursing care. Currently, there is insufficient evidence to link a specific fall prevention protocol with decreased falls in hospitalized patients. Fall TIPS (Tailoring Interventions for Patient Safety), a research study funded by The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, (1) aims to establish links between nursing fall risk assessment, communication of risk status, and tailored interventions to prevent falls.

Phase-1 of the Fall TIPS study was a qualitative inquiry of interdisciplinary team members (nurses, physicians, physical and occupational therapists, and pharmacists) and nursing assistants to learn about current facilitators, barriers, and methods of communicating fall risk and intervention plans. Data from eight focus groups, four with professional staff and four with nursing assistants revealed several challenges. Nursing assistants had large variations in literacy levels. Common use of a “High Risk for Falls” sign at the bedside was viewed as too generic and too prevalent to be actionable. Participants were unanimous and vocal in
their opinions that alerts related to patient-specific fall risk status and tailored interventions to prevent falls were needed at the bedside. Nurses participating in this project routinely assessed their patients for fall risk using the Morse Fall Scale (MFS), a standardized fall risk assessment instrument. (2) Several issues related to communication of fall risk status and associated tailored interventions to prevent falls were identified. 1) Practice was variable. 2) Fall risk communication was reliant on face to face synchronous communication. 3) Fall risk assessments were buried in the medical record or inconsistently available to the care team, patients or family. 4) Some existing fall prevention plans included a multi-page computer generated algorithm with a series of generic interventions (and described as a “dead document”). 5) In some instances the plan was nonexistent. In phase-2, information gleaned from the focus groups informed the development of a fall prevention toolkit (FPTK). The goal of the FPTK is to promote communication of current and accurate fall risk status and associated tailored interventions that are immediately accessible and actionable by the care team, patients and family members.

2. Objectives

The FPTK was designed to: 1) decrease the barriers and enhance facilitators to prevent falls identified in phase-1, 2) build upon existing workflow (routine fall risk assessment and the practice of placing signs above patients’ beds to indicate fall risk status), and 3) include a mechanism to tailor real time sign displays based on the most recent fall risk assessment. The research team identified the use of icons as a means to simplify and standardize communication across stakeholders and expanded the team to include an illustrator (JSD). (3) In the following phases of the Fall TIPS study, a set of icons to translate and communicate fall risk status and tailored interventions to prevent falls were developed, validated, and refined.

3. Materials and Methods

Procedures and Sample

Basic content analysis methods (4) were used to interpret descriptive data obtained from Phase-1 focus group interviews. Interventions considered effective and feasible by care team members were grouped under the six areas of risk included on the MFS: 1) history of falling, 2) presence of secondary diagnosis, 3) use of ambulatory aid, 4) presence of intravenous therapy/heparin lock, 5) weak or impaired gait, and 6) overestimates/forgets limitations. The research team and illustrator used an iterative process to develop a series of icons (copy written) to represent each area of risk and associated fall prevention interventions. The use of icons, pictorial representations or images, has been found to assist clinicians, researchers and patients with condensing and integrating data (5;6) and improving comprehension, recall and performance with task completion. (7;8) Research team members individually evaluated the initial set of icons and collectively provided feedback on each icon. Revisions continued until the research team agreed that the icons were an adequate representation of the fall risk and intervention concepts. A total of 17 icons were developed to represent areas of fall risk and intervention (assist with frequent toileting, use wheelchair, ambulatory aid [walker, cane, crutches], assist of 1 or 2, bed alarm on/patient should not walk alone) concepts.

Approval was obtained for end point users to participate as content judges for icon validation testing. Clinical leadership identified potential participants who were then contacted via email or personal invitation and invited to take part in validation testing. A total of 32 professionals and 22 assistants from four hospitals in the greater Boston, MA area participated. Professionals were mostly nurses (78%), female (100%) and white (88%) with a median age of 42 years and a median of 9 years experience at their respective hospitals.
Nursing assistants were mostly female (82%), Black or African American (50%), with a median age of 44 years, with 5–18 years (median=12) of formal schooling and a median of 7 years experience in their respective hospitals.

Following an established method (9) of asking content judges to rate items for computation of a content validity index (CVI) and the criterion of credibility (10) to learn if the icons were acceptable and how they could be improved, we prepared icon validity and ranking forms to use during four focus groups of professionals and four with nursing assistant potential end-point users of the FPTK. After consent was obtained, participants were given the CVI form for rating each icon using a 6-point scale to rate the degree to which each icon accurately represented the corresponding fall risk or intervention concept (1 = strongly agree the icon represented the concept) to (6 = strongly disagree that the icon represented the concept) and to write comments. Participants next independently rank ordered three clusters (four each) of icons representing the same concept using a 4-point scale in which “1” identified the icon that best represented the concept and “4” identified the ion that most poorly represented the concept. Participants wrote individual comments and then discussed comments with the group to improve the icons for giving people a quick picture of a patient’s fall risk and actions to prevent patient falls.

**Analytic Methods**

Responses for the 6-point CVI and 4-point ranking were entered into the Statistical Package for Social Sciences Software (SPSS), version 10.0 and mean scores were computed. Results were calculated separately for professionals and assistants. A word-processing package was used to record comments. All quantitative data and comments from both groups were displayed on a spreadsheet beside each icon to inform icon selection decisions for the FPTK.

**4. Results**

CVI mean score ratings for the icons ranged from a low (strongly agree that the icon represented the concept) of 1.21 (professionals) and 1.18 (nursing assistants) for the icon to represent the concept, “out of bed with assist of 1” to a high (slightly agree) of 3.15 (professionals) and 3.0 (nursing assistants) for one of the icons designed to represent “history of falling (see figure 1).”

Professionals and assistants both ranked an icon with a falling figure displayed on a calendar as their first choice to depict “history of falling.” The retained icons for “assist with frequent toileting” and “bed alarm on/patient should not walk alone” were ranked first by assistants and second by professionals. Participants wrote many comments that both supported the quantitative data and were extremely useful for further icon refinement; e.g., professionals’ comments about the history of falling icon in figure 1 were: “I don’t think clock helps- I would think it means patient falls at a specific time, Sundowner; Not helpful for semi-private rooms, One clock in the room makes me think all patients in room are fall prevention; To me it means only certain times; Probably cause is letting me know that I have to keep an eye on my patients by the hour, This one is ok.” Assistants comments were: “Reinforces time; Make slightly larger; This could mean patient more likely to fall at a particular time of day and not history falls; This seems good, but only over period of a day, not really ‘history’; Makes me think about time and falls but would wonder if it was specific to this hospitalization; Clock confuses me; Confused: almost looks like the patients falls are scheduled.” A request was made to include icons that provided information about the type of toileting assistance needed (e.g., bedpan, commode or bathroom).

The research team selected the icon with the best CVI and ranking by both professional and nursing assistant groups. Where the results were conflicting, icon selection preference was...
given to the assistant group because of their lower literacy level. From the review/analysis of comments for each icon, a list of enhancements was generated for the illustrator to refine the icons. As suggested, three icons with specific mode of toileting were developed and the icon for use of ambulatory aid was divided into three discrete icons.

The team agreed to display simple text with each icon to improve recognition/interpretation of the fall risk and assessment concepts as per work in ergonomics and human factors. (11) Figure 2 shows the 11 icons that will populate the FPTK.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Icons are frequently used in healthcare, but limited information exists that describes methods for initial development and validation testing. (12) The few published papers on this topic (12;13) employed different approaches, but all describe a sequential process with domain experts, followed by end-users and concluding with graphical experts. Our method involved first obtaining abundant information about barriers to and facilitators of communicating fall risk and then development and communication of specific intervention plans from diverse end users. Ongoing collaboration between the research team and illustrator from the very beginning of the icon development phase to the final refinement was vital. We remained engaged with end users who quantitatively validated and ranked icons using established rating methods and provided suggestions for improvement. This iterative approach allowed us to identify and build upon the set of icons that were rated and ranked most positively by end users. We identified icons that were understandable to both professionals and nursing assistants. There were minor differences between these two groups in how icons were rated and ranked, but no icons ranked less than favorably by either group were included in the final set developed for the FPTK. End user comments were used to improve icons with relatively high rankings but variable CVI ratings across the two groups. Complex concepts (e.g., “assist with frequent toileting”) required multiple iterations and refinement to include specific toileting mode, while uncomplicated concepts (e.g., “ambulatory aid: walker”) received high CVI scores by initial validation testing with end users. The final set of icons incorporated end user feedback and facilitates immediate recognition/interpretation.

Patient falls in hospitals are a common and often preventable adverse event. Nurses routinely conduct fall risk assessment on all patients, but communication of fall risk status and tailored interventions to prevent falls is variable at best and sometimes even nonexistent. Alerts related to patient-specific fall risk status and tailored interventions to prevent falls are needed at the bedside for everyone who enters the patient’s room. Icons provide a mechanism to communicate alerts that are understood and actionable across all stakeholders.
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Figure 1.
Icons with highest/lowest CVI scores
Figure 2.
FPTK Icons